NOVA BONNET
Powerful bonnet light providing maximum flexibility
The NOVA BONNET light provides you with increased flexibility and
bright illumination of the engine bay. With the NOVA BONNET, you will
have a bonnet light and a flexible NOVA R hand lamp in one single
solution.
Easily mount the NOVA R on the bonnet light via the enclosed bracket,
slide it from side to side to position the light and adjust the light output
or simply use the hand lamp for inspection work.
Featuring the latest high-performance COB LED technology, NOVA R
provides up to 2000 lumen with a uniform and even illumination. The light
dimmer function makes it possible to adjust the light into five different
levels, and due to the upgraded battery capacity, you can use the lamp
for up to 20 hours depending on the light output.
The NOVA BONNET is supplied with an adjustable telescopic holder (1.21.7m) with soft-padded hook ends providing a firm and scratch-free grip
on the vehicle. The holder is compact and equipped with a metal bracket,
which can slide from side to side depending on where you need the light.
The powerful integrated magnets of NOVA R provides flexible mounting
on the bracket. Inside the cabin, the NOVA BONNET may also be used as
work light mounted by the telescopic holder.
The housing is made of sturdy die-casted aluminum and resistant to
strokes, shocks and vibrations, and due to the flexible handle, the NOVA
R can be placed in different positions to obtain the desired lighting angle.
Additional bracket available to position more NOVA R on the holder.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
High efficiency COB LED
160 lm/W
2000lm@100% / 1500lm@75% / 1000lm@50%
500lm@25% / 200lm@10%
300-3000 lux@0.5 m
2-20h Operating time
5h Charging time
IK07

3

years
warranty

PATENT PROTECTED

NOVA BONNET

IP67
1135 mm X 220 mm X 163 mm

Item no. 03.5457

1.69 kg
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7.3V / 4000 mAh Li-ion

